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ABSTRACT

One-third of the report explains the nature of the
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individualized instruction system. The project goal of developing an
individualized cluster curriculum in occupational education is
described. The five phases of planning, development, pilot testing,
revision, and dissemination which lasted from October 1971 to June
1974 are outlined. The development of the individualized
instructional system consisting of minicourses, automated
instruction, learning activity packages, task packages, and a
centralized learning resources center for each of the six
instructional programs (typing, distributive education, masonry,
carpentry, metals, and drafting) is described. Conclusions and
recommendations concerning both the conduct of the project and the
instructional system itself are presented. The remaining two-thirds
of the report is composed of appendixes which provide sample
minicourse descriptions, task packages for each of the six
instructional programs, a saaple page from the competency survey
form, sample competency statements, a sample unit task package, a
unit test, an instructor's performance checklist, a student progress
chart, a vocational skill list, a student survey form, and a staff
development plan. Each task package includes rationale, objectives,
learning activities, and learning practice. (JR)
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FOREWORD

ais report is intended to serve as a descriptive summary of an
occupational education research project conducted at Sanford Central
High School during the years 1971 through 1974.

The research project

WAS descriptively titled "The Development and Implementation of an
Individually Zcheduled, Cluster Curriculum in Occupational Education"
but, in common usage, quickly became known as "The Sanford Project".
The report itself is divided into two basic categories.

One

category speaks to administration of the project - funding, subcontracts, personnel, overall design, etc., while the other categoryconcerns itself with the instructional system and curriculum materials
developed du/in& tha project.
served.

Two major audiences are intended to be

Administrators, planners, and researchers should concentrate

primarily on the administrative aspects while teachers and curriculum
developers will want to review primarily the comments on the instructional system.

By necessity, this report does not contain all the curriculum
materials developed during the project.

For instance, a complete

single set of the student task pac:mges consumes more than 9,000 printed
pages.

However, examples are included in the appendix of this report

and complete copies are available through the ERIC system, wit'

limited number of hard copies available through the Occupational
Research Unit of the 1:orth Carolina State Department of Public
Education.

a
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Th/ primary equipment in the Resource ::enter consists of twenty Coxco

sound/sliqe machines with individual headsets.
The Resource Center for typing is located between the two typing
.4 _gum A.
classrooms and is used by each instructor as indicated in W

This Resource Center is used by students who fall behind or those who
wait to do extra work during their full class period.

Some of the

materials and equipment are also stored in the Center.
Evaluation

In a survey of the Sanford administration and faculty who are
involved with the individualized instruction program during the Pilot
TOE,: Phase it was found that 60 students were enrolled in carpentry;

69 in masonry; 138 in drafting; and 81 in metals for a total enrollment
of 328.

Of these students 855 ; arc expected to reach job level competency
by use of the individualized pachz-1- system.

Ten percent of these

students experienced severe reading difficulty in reading the task package and 5 1/2Z of the students had to he referred to the remedial reading
program.

The students attempted a package an average of,1.7 times before

mastering it and moving on to the next package.

Five of the respondents felt that students were progressing faster
and learning more under the individualized package system than under the
traditional system, while one felt that progress and learning was about
the same.

They felt that 82% of the students'yere having their needs

met by the individualized package system.

By the middle of February, the

most number of packages completed was 75; the least, two; and the averages
28.

At the same time, 252C of the students had taken advantage of the

feature of the individualized package system that allows the student to
test through on prior knowledge.

The'most number of packages completed

by testing through was 20; the average, ten.

There were 18 sound-slide machines available to the students.

The

respondents reported that this was an adequate number and that the machines

were in use about 5O of the time.

They felt that the sound slide

package added materially to the student's understanding of the package.
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FOREWORD

This report is intended to serve as a descriptive summary of an
occupational education research project conducted at Sanford Central
High School during the years 1971 through 1974.

The research project

was descriptively titled "The Development and Implementation of an
Individually Scheduled, Cluster Curriculum in Occupational Education"
but, in common usage, quickly became known as "The Sanford Project".
The report itself is divided into two basic categories.

One

category speaks to administration of the project - funding, sub-

contracts, personnel, overall design, eta., while the other category
concerns itself with the instructional system and curriculum materials
developed durinE; tha project.

serVed.

Two major audiences are intended to be

Administrators, planners, and researchers should concentrate

primarily on the administrative aspects while teachers and curriculum
developers will want to review primarily the comments on the instructional system:
By necessity, this report does not contain all the curriculum
materials developed during the project.

For instance, a complete

single set of the student task packages consumes more than 9,000 printed
pages.

However, examples are included in the appendix of this report

and complete copies are available through the ERIC system, wit'

limited number of hard copies available through the Occupational
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Education.
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SleiriARY

The overall gonl of this developmental project in Occupational
Education was to design and structure the high school curriculum so that
students have flexibility in scheduling and sequencing the instructional
modules necessary to prepare them for their career objective. individualised instruction is operationally defined as any system of instruction
that permits (1) entry at any point in the learning sequence commensurate
with the student's le "el of achievement, regardless of time (2) individually-paced progression through a sequence of learning experiences, and
(3) exit at any point commensurate with the student's career objective,
regardless of time.
Four mechanisms for individualizing instruction were employed in the
project; namely, mini-courses, automated instruction, learning activity
packages, and task packages. Emphasis throughout the project was on,the
development of the task packages as the primary mechanism to individualize instruction. The instructional system also utilized a centralized
Learning Resource Center.
In order to maintain flexibility and to permit tailoring an educational plan for an ineividunl student, the courses have either a completely individualized instructional system or a composite number of Minicourses. The'ideal system would, of course, include individualized
instruction in all areas. Kowever, mini - courses provide flexibility in
that the student may move to a mini-course under another course cluster
(aside from his major interest), which is taught by another instructor,
to receive necessary auxiliary training within a nine-week time frame.
3.,c instructional programs are now utili7Ing individualized instructional systems. One program was purchased from Automated Instruction for
Typing; another instructional system, in Distributive Education, was
developed in-a contract with a State University; and four systems were
developed in a contract with the RCA Corporation in the areas of Masonry,
Carpentry, etals, and Drafting.

The commercially produced instructiwal system in the area of
Typing includes an 8mm movie with sound track for teaching the keyboard
and instructional cassette tapes for letter response and word response
for the development of speed and accuracy. The typing instructor worked
during the summer developing instnIctional packages to incorporate
production typing into this system.
A contract with U;1C-G involved flort4 Cnrolin, in a, ten -state

consortium for the development of Le-ArninG Activity Packages in the area
of Distributive Education.

10
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An Ad Roc group of twelve DE teachers under the direction of the teacher
training staff at UTIC-C worked during the summer developing about 100
packages. Each of Cie other states produced an equal amount. No multimedia were developed with the Distributive Education materials.
A contract with the RCA Educational Systems Division helped develop
individualized instructional programs in four areas. These include
Masonry, Carpentry, Metals, and Drafting. In this agreement RCA supplied
the curriculum specialists who wrote the materials, and the project
provided the personnel for typing, printing, collating, and stapling the
instructional packages. Instructors were used to develop multi-media in
the form of sound-slide programs to go with the instructional packages
that were written.
An individualized instructional sequence was developed in each of
the four areas on the competencies necessary to enter the specific trade
arrived at by the state curriculum guide, instructors, state staff4 RCA
Curriculum ::recialists, and the lo al craft committee. After the competencies had been determined, behr ioral objectives were written for
each competency. Then an instructi nal package was developed which offered the student a guide and Vie nec scary ingredients to achieve the
objectives or each competency.

\s.
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OVERVE:J

Introduction
1)urinr the period of tctober, 1971 throeeh Jane, 1974, Sanford

Central hieh School, in oeperetion with tLe Cecueational Research
Unit of the Stete Departeent of kuldic Educetion,

eneaged in an

extensive research and development project whose overall goal is to
develop and implement an individualized, cluster currieulum in occupational education.
The overall objectives of the research project were:
1.

To identify and describe occeeational clusters for general and
specific instruction based on the projected employment opportunities within the school's county and multi-county planning area.

2.

To des-len end implement a curriculum thet provides students flexi-

bility in schedulirw und seluencirw the instructional modules
necessary for their career piers.
3.

To dedign, staff, and imelement o Learning Resource Center os an
integrel part of each occupational cluster.

h.

To develop end dissemlnate rreeerammed materiels, audio-visual

learning aids, and other instructional resources that are needed
either in the occupetionnl clusters or In t:e3 Learning Resource
Center.

Through a nystem of individualized len'rning programs, cole,es, and

mini-courses, occupetionol education is available to all students with,
out such traditional barriers as, leneth of time required for completion

and erede-level prerequisites for enronment.
presented in two dimensions:

Occupational education is

(1) exploratory, to introduce theatudent

to an occupational area in which he may choose to specialize, and (2)
specialized, to taloa the student to develop fully the skills necessary
for entrance into his chosen field in the world of work.

The courses in

occupations? education nre chnrpcterized by such features as flexible
scheduling, individualized learning, instructional units, independent
study, and the facilities of a Learning Resource Center, which provides

1

1.2

audio-view)]. led oieer ineteektioe. i nem. Them ellow tee student
to proceed at his own peee, and, on the Lisle ofeeeitalle 1..esting

materials au

procedures, to enter, exit, or a;/ -p: ss a portion of the

course as his hnowledee and pereoreence levels indicate.

The occupa-

tional courses, themselves, arc orierted to the local employment. ,
orportunitien in the r,anford, Len County; and multi-county areas.

Definitions of Curriculum
Definitions of curriculum, for' the purposes o: this report,

should be helpful in estebllshinc a babeline of communicatien.

Robert

M, Gam; (1969) reviewed recent evelopments, methods, approaches and
definitions iii, curriculum.

While 'le found merit in the desOriptionS

offered by various contributors to the A.:2A monograph series on

curriculum evaluation, he preferred the more srecific definitions included in his 1965 book.

stnted that:

A curriculum ir n sequence cf content units el-ranged in
such n tiny i'va the 1,earninc of ehcl, unit may be accom-

plished as v sieele act, rrevided the capabilities described by seecified prior units (in the seqeence) have
already been mastered by t'ie learner.

Gagne further cierified ';:s definition by stetine that:
A curriculum le upecified wilen (1) the terminal ob ;ec-

tives are stated; (2) the eerteence or prerequisite

capabilities is Oescribed; and (3) the initial capabilities nssume3 to be roseessed by the student are
identified4

Lelevant, also, to the project erl.:-n and reflectel in recent

reports on curriculum development (Ullery 1969) is the emphasis
Gagne has placed on

eneineered and ee11 managed development.

Gagne (1969) states that:

13
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Curriculum desioi car ba, and probably should be,
based firmly upon.the kind of enpirical evidence

that can come from successive tryouts and systema,

tic testing. -

The importance of this statement and the impact such an approach
has had on systeths type curriculum development and evaluation must be
understood.

It is the keystone not only to the developmental process

but the evaluative process.
.

.

Hilda Taba (1962) defined curriculum development in a fairly
broad way by including:

(1) diagnosing educational needs; (2) formulating objectives;
(3) selection of content; (4) organization of content; (5)

selection of learning experiences; (6) organization of learning
experiences; and (7) determining the ways and means of evalua-

ting effectivenessof what in taught.
Taba seems to be in general agreement with Gagne.

F. Ooit Butler (1967) referred to GagnC frequently in a manual
prepared for Job Corps instructiofial systems development.

Butler

defined training systems as:
.

.a series of interrelated, interacting, precisely

controlled learning experiences that are designed to

achieve specific training objectives; but organized
into a unified, dynamic whole which is responsive and

adaptive to the individual trainee while fulftlling
specific jcb-relevant training criteria.

Butler went on to describe tl process of curriculum development as a
vigorous measurement of results in comparison to the specific per formance objectives.

14

site Deacription
Lees County is located in the center of Borth Carolini on the "fall

line" which divides _Piedmont and CoLstal Plain.

Pt is one of the small-

est counties in_the State in lam' area with 255 square miles. Lee county
_,/)

population in 1970 was 301467.
Sanford is the cply major town, located in the approximate center of
the county.

Sanford has many varied industries giving it unusual stabil-

The population of Sanford in 1970 is 11,716.

ity.

-Sanfomd Central Ugh Schoil is a comprehensive high school with an

enrollment of 1800 in grades 9-12. It enjoys.a large campus style
faCility lOcated on a 52 acre site outside the business district of the
town.

The administrative and teadhing staff number 80. .The school is

departmentalized with nine departments.

These departments include Fine Arts (3),Ianguage (16), ROTC (3),
Mathematics (8), Science (8), Social studies (9), Guidance (2), Physical
& Health Education (3) and Occupational Education (26).

(The number in

paraenthize following the department name indicates personnel assigned.)
The curriculum is comprehensive in an effort to meet the needs of
students.

Curriculum planning decisions are based largely on where the

students go after graduation.

The follow-up report for school year

1972-73 is as follows:
College & Universities 29;,;

Jr. & Community College & Technical School 17
Enter Labor Market

40%

Military Service 0:.;

Others V.
The occupational courses of!'ered at Sanford Central High School
are listed in Figure 1.

Carpentry I

Occupational DARE Program
Cooperative Occupation
Training

Carpentry
iBricklaying I
'Bricklaying II

i

tlachanical Drafting II
Architocturfal Drafting
I Machin* Shop I
tiachine Shop II
i

Surveying I
,Drafting I

Agriculture Co-op
Training

.Health 00cupations I

ICommercinl SettinF

(Foods & Employment

Distributive Education

Typing
Typing II
Shorthand I
Bookkeeping
Clerical Cff. Practice
Advertising & Salesmanship

Grade 11
ft...

Course offerings in occupational education nt Sanford Cant

Occupational DARE
Cosadnication Lib
Math Lab

Occupational DARE
Communication Lab
Math Lab

Figure 1.

Introduction to
Industrial Ed.
Drafting I
Machine Shop I
Carpentry I
Bricklaying I

Introduction to
Tndustrial Education

'... Agriculture II

Home. Ec. II

Introduction to
home Economics

Introduction to
I Agriculture

Typing I
Shorthand I
Bookkeeping I
Business Math

'

Grade 10

Introduction to
Business

Grads 9

01114,60#0.1
.

-

Grade 32

1

High School

'Cooperative Odcupation
Training

Occupational DARE,rogran

1110.1=11.1.1110.

_1

11,
Surveying
Industrial Co-op Training
Nochanical Drafting II
Architectural Drafting
Machine Shop II
Carpentry II
Bricklaying II

Agriculture Co-op
Training

1.1.4

Health Occupations I
Health Occupations II

Foods & Employment
Commercial Sewing
r IndUstrial Co-op Training
Distributive Education

Distributive Education

Shorthand II
'Clerical Office Practice
1 Clerical Office Occupations

Typing II

_
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The occupational courses enjoy a very positive image among the
student body.

Out of a total school enrollment of 1200 there are

1000 students enrolled in occupational courses.

This high enrollment can be attributed to the fact that occupational courses being offered are meeting a felt need of the students
and the community.

The occupational faculty continually strive for

excellence in their respective courses.
Funding Arrangement
The three-year project-was supported through a combination of
Federal, State, and local monies.

The Federal share of project support

amounted to $225,295 under Part C - Section 131(b) of the 1968 Vocational Education Amendments.

These Federal monies were matched with

$22,973 of State funds by the North Carolina State Board of Education.
The Sanford-Lee County Board of Education provided additional support
amounting to approximately 315,000 in the form of support personnel,
facilities, and equipment.

Total expenditures for the duration of the

three-year project totaled approximately $263,268.

Item expenditures

for the project during the three-year period are emmmarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Sumary of project expenditures by item.
Item
Personnel (including benefits)

Expenditure
$116,792

Materials and Supplins

23,516

Equipment

29,473

Contracted Curriculum Development

71,705

Travel
Consultants
Communications
Other (including facilities)

Total Expenditure

3,738
763

1,402

15,879

$263,268

,
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CHAPTER Ii.

ADEI1I3TRAYIVE COVDUCT

Personnel
The project directly supported three full-time staff positions.
Kamerous other persons were involved in sub-contracts for curriculum
development and in activities such as teacher in-service programs and
teacher development of curriculum and supporting multi-media.
A fu11-time project director gave overall direction to the project.
A full-time secretary was assigned to the project director and the third
full-time staff person was the director of the Learhing Resource Center
who also served as coordinator of development of the supporting multimedia materials.

Total personnel costs for the project, including

employee benefits, was 3116,792.

Project Design
The overall project design encompassed five distinct groups of
related activities, or phases.

These five phases were an orderly

progression of planning, development, pilot testing, revision and
dissemination.

Figure 2 depicts this sequence of events.

The Planning Phase accurred between the startup date of the project
and June 1972.

During this Phase the project director formed an

advisory group to assist in giving overall direction to the project,
visited many innovative and exemplary progrnms in both Uorth Carolina
and the Nation, and did an extensive search of the literature in an
effort to chart the general course,for the project.

The Planning

Phase continued throughout the preliminary stages of the Development
Phase.

The Development Phase began during February, 1972 and continued
through September, 1972, 'with the major developmental work occuring

during the summer months of June, July, and August.

During this Phase

two sub-contracts were let for the development of curriculum materials
and extensive development of teacher-made materials was begun.

The

,-Learning Resource Center was designed and equipped during this Phase

and a limited tryout of material was conducted during the last two months
of the school year.

is

V.

J.V.

III.

II.

I.

PHASE

Oct
1971
1972

Sept

Revision

June
1973

Figure 2. Overall design of the project

Development

IINIMMIIIIM1111

June
1972
Sept
1973

Dissemination!

June
1974

O.)

The Mot Test Phase began in qeptember of 1972 and continued
throughout the 1972-73' school year.

During this Phase the curriculum

materials ena the Learning Resource Center were utilized
Limited revision eccurred during this Phase.
The bulk of the Revision Phase occurred during the summer months
of.1973.
media,

All of tLei curriculum materials, including the supporting multi-

were

revised, ant% in some cases, rewritten during this Phase.

The Dissemination Phase occurred primarily between June, 1973 and
the ending of the project in June, 1974.

Dissemination activities are

described more thoroughly in the following section.
Dissekination Activities
biseemaaation of products of the research project as well as
periodic retorts of progress of the project has been a joint undertaking c' project personnel and the Occupational Research Unit.

The

project has eMployed various media in its dissemination activities to

a multitude of mdiences.
A.

Visitors
Educators from both within and outside North Carolina have been
encouraged to visit the project site for first -hand observation

and a description of the project.

During the project period

morc than 30J instructors, administrators, teacher educators,
and Stg.te Department personnel have visited the proje
B.

site.

Correspondence

Numetous individuals and agencies have corresponded with the
project, director.

In addition to iniividuUls and agencies in

Vorth Carolina irformation nbout the project has been mailed to
ageAcIes 111 twelve states outside North Carolina.
C.

Presentations
A sIide-tape presentation of the project Wail prepared and has

been used on numerous occasions.

In addition,numerous presenta-

tions and workshops have been conducted by project and State
Department personnel.

Presentations have been given at the

Snuthwide Research Coordirating Council, the Kentucky Vocatlonp7

10

Teacher Annual Conference, the West Virginia Vocational
Teacher Annual Conference, the Pennsylvania State University,
East Carolina University, the North Carolina Trade and Industrial Teacher Annual Conference, and the annual meeting of the
North Carolina Association of Researchers in Education, an well
as to many other groups and organizations.
In addition, the project has conducted, sponsored, or participated in numerous workshops and institutes which served to
disseminate results of the project.

Included in the list are:

(1)

Workshop on Individualized Instruction - Rutgers University.

(2)

Summer Institute - East Carolina University

(3)

Four three-week workshops - Sanford Central High School

(4)

Career Education Workshops - North Carolina State Department
of Public Instruction.

D.

Mass Media
The research project has also utilized tie mass media for local
and Statewide dissemination.

The local radio station, WWGP, has

sponsored three programs on the research project and the local

newspaper, The Sanford Herald, has published six articles on the
project.

In addition the project was publicized on a thirty-

minute program on Statewide educational television.
E.

Demonstration Sites

The underlying philosophy of the dissemination activities of the
project has been that not only would other educators be aware of
project activities but that they would actually implement the
positive aspect of the project.

To this end; the research project

conducted, in cooperation with the North Carolina State Department
of Public Instruction, four three-week workshops involving 120
teachers and principals from across North Carolina,' uring the
summer of 1973.

This group of 120 was comprised of teams of

teachers and administrators from 16 schools who had agreed to
serve as demonstration sites during the following school year.

11

During the fell of 1973 project personnel provided consults.

tive assistance to the 16 schools implementing the concept of
individualized instruction.

In addition, curriculum materials

developed in the research project were provided to the 16
demonstration sites.

In the early spring of 1974 each of the

demonstration sites invited teams of teachers from three additional schools to spend one-we01 internship at the demonstration
site.

In all, by the end of the 1973-74 school year, 64 (16

demonstration schools plus 48 interning schools) schools had
actively participated in the process and had implemented some
of the concepts of individualized instruction as developed in
the research project.

The 64 schools will continue to serve as

demonstration sites during the 1974-75 school year.
Staff Development
Sanford Central High School was a traditional school.

In order to

aquaint the faculty and staff withthe new concept of individualized
instruction, massive in- service efforts were undertaken.

A staff

development plan was devised and implemented during the summer and fall
of 1972.

A complete description of the staff development plan is in-

cluded in Appendix P.

CAArs'`,11,;IR Jli.
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Instructional Procram
In order to maintain flexibility and to permit customizing or tailoring a training plan for an individual student, all occupational courses
have either

completely individualized instructional system or a

composite number of mini-courses.

The iaeal system would, of course,

include individualized instruction in all areas.

However, mini-courses

provide flexibility in that the student may wire to 0 mini-course under
another instructor, to receive necessary auxiliary training within a
nine-week time frame.

As an example, suppose a student in the Horti-

culture Cluster under the program area of Agriculture-Business and
Naturnl Recourees is studying to become a nursery worker.

If his event-

ual goal ir; to operate his owa nursery, he will need training in bookkeeping.

Therefore, he may move to a mini-course in bookl-eeping within

the

Clerical Cloater under the proram area of 'Business and Office.
Each instructor servo:, as a counselor to the students and approves

all transfers to mini-courses, tauuht by other instructors, which are
considered essential to the students' occupational goals.

Scheduled

conferences are lield with the students, and each student must express a
seriour, interest before moving to another instructor for a *
minii
course.

Within this structural framework, the student is allowed r..hcr to

generalize his occupationd training or to specialize to the decree
desired under the guidance of tl-e instructors.

(Sample mini-course

descrirtions are included in Appencflx A.)

Individualized Systems
Six instructional programs are now made up of individualized
instructional systems.

One program was purchased from Automated Instruc-

tions for typing; one instructional system in Distributive Education was
developed in a contract with the University of North Carolina at Greens*

boro; and for systems were developed in a contract with RCA in the
clusters of rasonry, Carpentry, retals and Drafting.

RCA Education rlystem, Division of Educational Development and Planning,
One Cherry

hall, Cherry Pill, New Jerseys 08101

r~
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An instructienel syste.a in the eree of Tyrine wns purchnsed from
Automated histractiOn.

This system includes rn ?am movie with sound

track for teachine; tee keeboerd, end instiuctionnl cassette tapes for
letter response rued work response for the development of speed and
accuracy.

Minor morlificntions and eevelopment of instructional packaces

incorportated production typing into tths system.

The proect also funded n contract with UNC-G to involve North
Carolina in n ten-state consortiem for the development of instructional
packages in the area of Distributive Education.

Astaff of about twelve

people at UNC-G worked during the summer of 1972 developing about 100
packages, while each of the other states produced an equel amount.
The prceiect els° contracted with the' RCA, Educational Systems

Division, to help develop individuelieed instructional programs in four
clusters.

These include the nrees of Masonry, Carpentry, Metals and

Drafting.

in this nereement RCA supplied 4.he curriculum specialists

who wrote the materials, and the project typed the materials and supplied

the personnel for printin, colletine, and stapling-the instructional
packages that sere written.
Appendices II, C, I),

(aempies of task packages rare included in

E, F, and G.)

The project developed multi-media in

the form of sound-slide pro; rems to go with the instructional packages
that were written.
,1 completely individuelizeJ instructional plvErram aas deve'eped in

each of the four clusters based on the comnetencies necessary to enter
the specific trade.

Theme competencies were arrived at by consulting

the State curriculum ruide, instructors, State Staff, RCA Curriculum
Jpecialists, rind Thee] erect committees.

A sample page from the com-

petency survey form ie included in Appendix if.

After the competencies

had been determined end Leheviornlezed an instructional package was
developed to offer tie st.ident n f7uide and the necessary ingredients to

achieve the objletives for Pnch competency.
statements ere inc7.1ded in Appendix 1.)

(flqmple competency

;r1ch cluster 'rem co' siets of e lumber of units.

There is an

instructionel pecenee for sack unit which includes a Rationale, Oenerel

Ojective, ,;pecifc.Objectives (which come from the individual task
peckeees, or competencies peckrees), and the Learning Activity, which
includes the list of task- packages ithln that unit.
Unit task package is included ie Appendix J.)

(An example of e

Uach task package con-

tains a Nationale, Specific neheviorel ebjective, and Learning Activity
(which in rost instances includes n sound-elide program developed so
that a student can see rnd heais the inntructions having to do with
achieving the Objectives stated).

The majority of the AV materials was

presented in the 35 millimeter slide medium correlated with an audio
tape cessette cued to slide ndvarce by innudible sounds.

The Coxco

sound-slide elcine ls sed for all programs developed.

The Learning

Activity alEo includes c rending reference - specifically, reference to
three or four diffeeert texts in tae entire curriculum which in most
instances are founri on the state-adopted book list.

To this point the

student does nll of the work in the Resource Learning Center, but at

this time goes into the Learnine rrctice phase of the task package,
which requires

to return to his shoy or )nb and follow the step-by-

step directions in which he prectires thr, items to assist him in achieving his objectives.

Upon completion of tYe Learning Practice, he is

referred to his irstructor for an evaluation of his work and is assigned
his next task peclmee if his work }Is
accordance with the stardards as tat

satisfactorily con ,,ted in
in the Objectives.

All of the

instructions l eeterils ore &Ti-el nrr.nri behevorial objectives with
terminal points at each level of eeseetence.
allowed to begin work precisely

t

In effect, students are

t're level where they need instruction

and they cyrnot proceed to hie}-et ,nits until teey demonstrate mastery
of the unit undertnker.

With the 'essirement of a new task package, the

student returns to t.e ResDrce ifeernine, Certer and starte the cycle over
again.

npon the corpleLee cf 121 t:ise paeeees within e unit, the

student is elven e :)repered unit te,st.

(see Appendix K.)

The test

consists of t'eore ,:lestions ireliedlre rultiple choice, mataing, and
completion.
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When appropriate,

;

perfornrice test is adminjstered in the shop or lab.

Upon completion of the performance Lest, the student is evaluated in
accordance with ti:e instructor':: ceckJ:st, (see Appendix L) which the

student has in haw, at the outset.
(1)

Jell Paced Ler.rning

Another facet of the rroject is that it is allowing students to
progress at

their own speed.

That le-Araers are, in some cases,,finish-

ini: the course in half the time it takes for slower students.

Since it

is an educational f,Ict that all learners have varytne speeds, the

Sanford Research Project adeoustely compensates for each one's particular pacing.

With tl-e traditional time frame thrown out, students no

longer have only a specific number of weeks to master Sspecific number
of skills in order to receive a rrnde.at the end of quarterly grading
periods.

The students are evaluated

quiring ide,Itified skills

strictly upon obtaining or ac-

no ore is ever penalized for taking addi-

tional time to successfully master course requirements.

It must be noted

however, that some academic and emotional immaturity problems appeared
among some of our students which resulted in the Occupational Department
taking steps to insure that learning paces chosen are commensurate with
ability.

Firure D sci,nmit;cr121:- dpicin student progression through the

learning sequence.
(2)

Positive Reinfercement
In order to reinforce to a student thz

is allowed to progress

academically at his own rase, t'',1 system is so structured that a student

never fails a test of record.

denim the written and performance

tests are riven not only as measurererq devices but also as counseling
instrument,.

If a student does let successfully measure up to a re-

quired skills level on

first attempt, then that unsatisfactory score

is recorded temporarily, -,nd t:-.Q student is then raided to crrrect his
errors.

Ir th.L0 manner,

:f

st,deht's performance is not up to an

acceptable level, suffici,?:,t repetition fora weakness ir., provided

allowing each student the orporturty to eventually succeed.

?.6

16

introduction R.

Orientation

Pre- Assessment

Advisor
Conference
and Evaluation

J
(Recycle
as Needed)

No

Ficure 3.

;It.:dent nro:rension throurh the leirning sequence.
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(3)

Individual Attention and Instruction

Each individual enrolled in these programs has the guarantee at
the onset of receiving individual and personal help and attention at
any time during this course.

Each checkpoint. or test is evaluated

immediately upon completion in a one-to-one conference, or at least
in small groups with the instructor.

In essence then, the Sanford project is designed to allow the
students to become the mAster of their own education plan.

If any

problem should prevent them from attending class for a day, a week,
or however long, the next lesson or the same lesson is always available
for that'student when he returns.

Each instructor must maintain a tracking chart for each student
to record the individual progress.

(The student progress chart Ised

is included in Appendix M.)

The vocational skill list (Appendix N.) is the record of the
competencies each student possesses upon completion of a program as
verified by his instructor.
what the student can do.

This is the official record indicating

Two copies are made for each student, one is

filed in the student's permanent record and one is given to the student
in the form of a folding pocket cord to have available to show a
prospective employer.
Physical Facilities

In this comprehensive, campus style, high school the occupational
area is located on the east side of the school grounds.

The drafting

laboratory, metals shop, carpentry shop, and the masonry shop are
located near the Learning Resource Center as indicated in Figure 4.
The students travel to the Learning Resource Center for their initial
individualized instruction and return to the shop.or laboratory to
practice the competency.
two classrooms.

The Learning Resource Center is the size of

There are storage cabinets for equipment and extensive

shelving for instructional material storage.

The tables and individual

study carrels in the Resource Center will seat forty students.

One

corner is partioned to serve as an office Wine another corner is
partioned to serve as a conference room as illustrated in Figure 5.

;
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The primary equipment in the Resource ::enter consists of twenty Coxco
sound /slide machines with individual headsets.

The Resource Center for typing is located between the two typing
classrooms and is used by each instructor as indicated in rigureA.
This Resource Center is used by students who fall behind or those who
went to do extra work during their full class period.

Some of the

materials and equipment are also stored in the Center.
Evaluation

In a survey of the Sanford administration and faculty who are
involved with the individualized instruction piogram during the Pilot
Tee,: Phase it was found that 60 students were enrolled in carpentry;

69 in masonry; 138 in drafting; and 81 in metals for a total enrollment
of 328.

Of these students 8% are expeCted to reach job level competency
by use of the individualized packLP system.

Ten percent of these

students experienced severe reading difficulty in reading the task package and 5 1/2Z of the students had to he referred to the remedial reading
program.

The students attempted a package an average of,1.7 times before

mastering it and moving on to the next package.
Five of the respondents felt that students were progressing faster
and learning more under the individualized package system than under the
traditional system, while one felt that progress and learning was about
the same.

They felt that 82% of the studenteyere having their needs

met by the individualized package system.

By the middle of February, the

most number of packages completed was 75; the least, two; and the average,
28.

At the same time, 252 of the students had taken .advantage of the

feature of the individualized package system that allows the student to
test through on prior knowledge.

The' most number of packages completed

by testing through was 20; the average, ten.

There were 18 sound-slide machines available to the students.

The

respondents reported that this was an adequate number and that the machines

were in use about 5Z of the time.

They felt that the sound slide

package added materially to the student's understanding of the package.

31..
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In a comparision of package students with those taught by the
traditional approach the respondents found that 71% 6f the students

were happier in the package program; 24%, about the same; and only
five percent, less happy.

Discipline proved to be a problem in only

13% more cases with about 26% of the students remaining the same, and
61% causing less problems.

Hotivation through the package system

proved to be more in 67% of the students; 26% remained about the same;
and only seven percent showed.less motivation through the package
system.

Students who showed more energy and industry amounted to 41%;

those who remained about the same on these two items were 4916; and 1!0%

showed less energy and industry.

Sixty-six percent of the students

were more cooperative; 26% were about the same; and eight percent displayed less cooperation.

Rating the students on dependability the

respondents found that 49% were more dependable; 47% about the same;
and only eight percent, less dependable.

Eighteen percent of the

students were more puntual; 74%, about the same; and eight percent,
less punctual.

The respondents reported that while large discipline problems
decreased in number, there was an incroose'in small problems.

They

also found that a problem arose because the students wanted to omit
the textbook and reading part of the cycle.

By omitting this portion

they were then unable to comprehend the practical part of the c:rcle.

One of the assets reported was that by not being required to spend as
much time with all the students, instructors were released to work
more with those who were having problems.

The respondents were also

pleased with the rapid pace of learning in the average and above
average students.

Two student surveys were conducted by the project staff during

the Pilot Test Phase. One in October, 1972, and the other in March,
1973.

In both instances, the same survey form was administered to the

students.
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The survey form was composed of nine items in statement form

utilizing a three point sole as the response mode.
The scale used was ALWAY3,

'.014ETIVES, and NEVER.

survey form were two open-ended questions.

(See Appendix 0.)

Also included on the

The eleven items on the

survey form were:
1.

I like having the responsibility for learning.

2.

I like this new system of learning more than listening to an
insturctor lestuye.

3.

I find it helpful to have the statement of the reasons for
learning.

4.

(Rationale)

I find it helpful to have the statement of what I am expected
to do.

(Objective)

I am able to read and understand tne instructional package.
6.

I learn more from the sound-slide programs than the reading
references.

7.

1 like to be able to learn at my own speed.

E.

Upon completion of a task package, I feel confident that I have
achieved the Objective.

9.

Considering all things about this new instructional system, I
think it is a more effective method of learning.

10.

What do you like most about this new approach?

11.

What do you dislike most about this new approach?

Table 2 shows the responses for the nine items using the three point
scale.

The total number of responses for the October, 1972 survey was

2262, and total responsca for the March, 1973, survey were 2506.

This

increase can be accounted for by the influx of students into the program
and may also be partly accounted for by an increased desire of the students and staff to obtain a more complete survey of student feeling.
It is not felt that this numerical difference has any significant effect
on the results of the survey evaluation.

A breakdown of the ALWAYS

responses is show in Table 3.

In the

second and fifth columns the total number of responses made for each
item is shown.
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Table 2.

Summary of responses to the two student surveys.
October, 1972

March, 1973

Item Always Sometimes' Never
1

119

135

2

146

99

3

117

132

4

15

5

Always Sometimes

Never

127

150

123

136

23

6

89

172

11

93

8

134

134

13

114

139

1

109,

165

7

6

25

154

36

72

165

36

7

222

36

0

212

63

4

8

126

128

5

110

159

10

9

143

100

10

123

126

26

1166

1016

1099

1270

137

Total

Table 3.

3

80

Comparison of the ALWAYS responses on the two 4,tudent surveys.

October, 1972
Item

N

Always

March, 1973

Always %

N

'

Always Always% 76Change

1

257

119

46.30

284

127

44.71

1.59

2

226

11:6

64.60

282

123

46.61

-17.99

3

117

117

45.88

272

89

32.72

-13.16

4

255

1-i
.0

60.39

281

134

47.68

-12.71

5

254

114

44.38

281

109

38.79

... 6.09

6

215

25

11.66

273

72

26.36

14.70

7

258

222

86.04

279

212

75.98

-10.06

8

259

12r,

48.64

279

no

39.42

- 9.2e

9

253

143

56.52

275

123

44.72

-11.80

Mean 251.33

129.55

51.54

27844'

122.11

43.85

- 7.69

1.

.0.111101....10.11111F

14
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The range for this total in the October survey is 215 to 259 with a
The March survey shows a range of 27? to 284 with

difference of 44.
a difference of 12.

The lower difference in the latter survey may be

attributed to a closer scrutiny of the survey by the staff and the
desire of the students for increased input.

It might also be noted

that, the item in the October survey with the lowest number of responses,

Item 6, also had a low number of responses in the March survey.

This

low rate of responses may mean that the students feel uncomfortable
with this item and, therefore; do not respond to it.

It should also

be noted that this is the only item that shows a positive increase in
the March survey over the earlier October servey.

It should be ex-

plained at this point that the use of positive to show an increase in
the March survey over the October survey and the use of negative for an
opposite increase is an arbitrary device used to show trends in the
data, and these uses have no other connotation.

The positive-negative

device will be used for the discussion of all the data presented in this
paper except where noted otherwise.

The major trend indicated in Table 3 seems to be a shift from a
higher rate of the ALWAYS choice in the October survey to a somewhat
lesser rate in the March survey.

Using the average percentages for

both surveys, there has been a shift of -7.69% between the surveys.
With caution, because of the type and treatment (percentages) of the
data, the conclusion may be drawn that there is less enthusiasm for
the students to select the ALWAYS choice after six months in the
project.

It may also be concluded, with the above caution in mind,

that there may have been a "novelty effect" working when the October
survey was made.

i;ote the high negative shift in items 2, 3, 4, 7, and 9.

The comparison of the SOMETIMES responses, Table 4, may be thought
of as the neutral point in the surveys.

It could normally be expected

that this category would have the greatest number of responses in it.
This, however, was not the cpse in the October survey but did become
true in the ?'arch survey.

F
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Comparison of the SOMETIMES responses on the two student surveys.

Table 4.

March, 1973

October, 1971

SometimeS%

N

Sometimes Sometimes% %Change

N

Sometimes

1

257

135

52.52

284

150

52,81

0.29

2

256

99

38.67

282

136

48.22

9.55

3

255

132

51.76

272

172

63.23

11.47

4

255

93

36.47

281

134

47.68

11.21

5

254

139

54.72

281

165

58.71

3.99

6

215

154

71.62

273

165

60.43

-11.19

7

258

36

13.95

279

63

22.58

8.63

8

259

128

49.42

279

159

56.98

7.56

9

253

No-

39.52

275

126

45.81

6.29

278.44 141.11

50.67

5,76

Item

.

44.91

Mean 251.33 112.68

Comparison of the NEVER responses on the two student surveys.

Table 5.

March, 1973

October, 1972
Item

ti

N

Never Never%

Never Never%

7',1;Chance

1

257

3

.0116

284

7

.0246

.0130

2

256

11

.0429

282

23

.015

.0386

3

255

6

.0235

272

11

.o4o4

.0169

4

255

8

.0313

281

13

.0462

.0329

5

254

1

.0039

231

7

.0249

.0210

6

215

36

.1674

273

36

.1318

-.0356

7

258

0

.0oc0

279

4

.0143

.0143

8

259

5

.0193

279

,10

.0358

.0165

9

253

10

.0395

275

26

.0945

.0550

Mean 251.33

8.88

.0353

278.44

.0546

.0193

36

15.22-
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The overall trend as shown by Table 4 is one of a shift to the
positive or an increase of the number of responses in the March survey

over tne October survey. Me one exception to this trend is Item 6
which shows a negative shift in Table 4 that is reflected in Table 3
by the positive shift against the overall negative trend. .A possible
conclusion

that can be drawn from the behavior of this item is that

the students found the sound-slide prorrnms to be more useful as their
task became more involved.
The positive shift of tht 30/TETINES response, as indicated in

Table 4, seems to add weight to the conslusion that a'"novelty effect"
might be at work in this project.

After six months of working with and

becoming used to the new system, the students seem to be taking a more
discriminntinr look at it.

The average positive shift vs shown in Table 4, is 5.76%.

It may

be fairly concluded that this increase came primarily from the ALWAYS
responses even though the percentages do not match completely.

Because

of this mismatching, caution should be used then looking for significance
in the data.

From the viewpoint of the staff, the information contained in Table

5, the comparison of the !VER responses, is perhaps the most critical
for the success of the project.

A lane increase in this category

would mean a trend toward dissatisfaction with the project.

A:, exam-

ination of the data from Table 5 shows that there is a positive trend,
that is, an increase of NEVER responses in the I:arch survey over the
October survey.

Cowever, the number of responses is so small when

compared tc the other two caterories that it in unlikely that any real
sicnificance can be nttached to this trend.
centnrewise, is r positive 0.0193%.

The total increase, per-

It might be concluded from this

fii*Jrc that the LOIUM catc7ory is fairly stable at this particular time.

r
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Table o.

Item 10:

ihnt do you like best ahut this new approach?
March, 1973

October, 19P

Resrondin;

N

Respondine

144

61.01

11+5

59.1+2

23

9.711

26

10.65

Response
a.

Learning nt own speed

b.

Not listening to
instructor talk

c.

Like the sound-slide

7-4 ,

9.714

31

12.70

d.

Easier to understand

16

6.77

16

6.55

e.

13

5.50

13

5.32

F.

Like hnving responsibility for learning
Not boring

10

4,23

2

.8].

g.

Challenginl

2.96

5

2.04

Total.

Table 7.

Item 11:

,?3f,

most about this new approach?

th...at do you

March, 1973

October, 1972
Responding

N

Response

R,spondinge;

N

Dislikes reading

19

32.75

22

26.82

a.
b.

Can't always understands ask for help

1 8

31.03

15

18.29

c.

Repeats mnteria3s

10

17.?

3

3.65

d.

Sound-slide programs

6

10.34

19

23.17

e.

Responsibility for
learning

3

5.17

4

4.87

f.

Instructor doesn't have
enough time

2

3.44

19

23.17

Total

53

82

313
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It is interesting to note that Item 6 has again gone against the trend.
While it has remained the same numerically, the increase in responses in the
March survey decreases the percerLage value of the 36 responses from .1674%
to .1318% or a shift in the negative direction of .0356%.

One wonders, but

cannot conclude, if it is the same 36 students who never learn from the
sound-slide program.

Tables 6 and 7 are included to show the responses to the two openended questions.
shift trends.

The percentages in the fifth or last column show the

In Table 6 the larCest shift is for the "Not boring"

response, but again caution must be observed in attaching significance to
these figures.

It is interesting to note the larger number of students who

seem to like to learn at their own speed.

Table 7 shows a Ereater decree of shifting in the responses by the
students.

It is unfortunate that the total number of students responding

to this item was not numerically larger so that more credence could be
placed on the results, but because of the lack of a larger numerical total,
no valid conclusions can be drawn from these figures.

One may, however,

speculate that there are some areas in the project that need to be watched
closely and may be in need of acme improvement.

One may, of course, may

this about any new project.

In viewing the project as a whole, it can be concluded that the students
seem to be in favor of this new way of learning occupational sub:,:cts.

In

three informal interviews with the staff of the occupational unit of Sanford
Central High Sct-ool, it wns found that the staff also felt strongly that
this was a better method of teaching and learning.

The staff also seemed

to agree that it was harder for them to teach this way, but the results
they were achieving made it worthwhilrs.

n9
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co;:cL'ioio;;:;

AND RECO:210IDATIONS

This chanter will summarize the findings of tIle research project and

For

present recommendations based on experience rained it the project.

convenience sake, the major conclusions and recommendations am presented
in two catenaries - those pertaining to administration of the research
project, and those pertaining to the instructional system itself.

A

eeparnte section which speaks to prodact transportability is also included.
Product Transportability
Two major products were derived from the projedt - a workable model
for the curriculum development process and a tested instructional system
complete with individualized curriculum materials in six cluster areas.
Throughout the project the idea of developing transportable products was
in the forefront.

The instructional system, including curriculum materials, is highly
transportable.

Dissemination and utilisation efforts have already been

described in the section, "Dissemination Activities."

Complete sets of the

curriculum materials in nasonry, Carpentry, Drafting, Machine Shop, Typing,
and Distributive Eoucation are available in either hard copy or through
the ZRIC system.

The other product, aao proLably the most valuable in the long-run,
the curriculum development model, is also transportable with minor modifications.

Total cost of the research project, including the piraining

and development phases, wes high.

Eowever, the curriculum development

model can be replicated at much lower costs.
illustrate.

Costs shown

Tnble 8 will serve to

in the table reflect only those expenditures

incurred during the flannili-, Development, and Pilot Test Phases of the
project.

This two-year period ercorpassed the curriculum development

activities an r3 does not include disseminaticn awl field - testing activities.

Tnble b should be helpful to those considering iel.'icating the curriculaW
development model dercribei in tlds report.
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10111.

It is estimnted that replication of the

IINIMM1111111.

Is appropriate

testing and revision time.

project would require four months planning time, three months development time, and nine months pilot-

This portion of try research project consumed two years time.
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As appropriate for telephone and postc.se
1,002

Communications

Consultants

TraveY for Project Director

As appropriate

As approorit.te

needed to eu.ip Resource Center
needed to equip Resource Center
needed to ecuip Resource Center
appropriate

3,138

57,500
14,204

79300
2,577
10,521

As
As
As
As

Travel

0C-G

Contracted Curriculum .Development
RCA Corporation

Other

Equipment
Resource Center Furniture
Yulti-Media Equipment
Cassette Players

office supplies, etc.

Printing supplies, film :,.no process.Ins,

2000 reams of paper

3,174

Materials
Paper
Supplies

V,514

As Appropriate

One Project Director
Cne Center anager (If Center is used)
One Secretary-Offset Operator
One Aide lIf Center is used)
Assemblers, 1 7:arrator,
Typists,
Fr.otorrapher, 5 Instructors flr
two months

Replication i;eeds*

Employee 3enefits

Aides
Part-time Worsers

...1ecretarial Assistance

Fro.:.nt Director
Resource Center Mana?,-er

Actual C-at
(Two Year Period)

cluster areas of Masonry, Cvpentrif;-Draftins, Machine Slop, Typins., and Distributive Education.

Actual expenditures and estimated replication costs for curriculum development in the six

Item

3.

Personnel

Table

4
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Conclusions and Recommendations Concerning Conduct of the Project
1.

A rather high level of funding is necessary for the systematic
development of instructional systems.

On a small and limited basis,

the traditional method of curriculum development (teachers writing
for personal classroom use) is not practical because of the lack of
assessment, uneven quality, and questionable benefits from the high
development costs.

However,' such high levels of funding can be

justified only if the materials and systems are widely disseminated
and used.
2.

the administrative arrangement of.providing concentrated curriculum
development funds to a selected school for on-site development and
try-out has proven a viable alternative for Vorth Carolina and
should be continued in the future.

3.

The team writing approach (i.e., a professional writer, a tradesman,
and a teacher) has proven to be an economical and highly productive
arrangement for producing curriculum materials and should be continued.
in the future."

Conclusions and Recommendations Concerning The Instructional System
1.

Students in an individualized instructional system feel that they

share a much greater responsibility for learning.

Students respond

positively when given this responsibility.
_

2.

-

The learner finds-it-very helpful to know the reason (rationale) and
the ekiicted performance (objective) before the learning activity
begins.

3.

The multi-media programs are extremely beneficial to all learners,
but especially for the learners who have difficulty reading.

4.

The idea that a student can learn if given enough time is applied in
this system.

A student does not progress in this system until the

more simple competencies have been mastered.
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sw

5.

Each unit has a prepared test including either theory test questions or
performance to

nnd sometimes both.

..a

The learner appreciates

having in hand the instructor's checklist of the criteria for evaluatos

ing the performance test.
6.

A letter grade has never been very meaningful to a prospective employer
for an occupational course.

Through the use of the vocatonal skill

list, the student may show the employer which competencie
as verified by his instructor.

he possesses

This builds in accountabil ty for the

instructor and the student.
7.

The instructor in this system must change from a dispenser'of information
to a manager of learning.

cult, therefore,
8.

In some instances this' role change is diffi-

indepth inservice training is required.

In an individualized instructional system thr student evaluation must
be individualized.

This is noti.easy because t

evaluation becomes

more subjective than the instructor has been accustomed to in the past.
The number of competencies completed, the ability of the student, the
effort of the student, and the quality of the student performance
should be considered in evaluating the students progress.
9.

In this instructional system a student may enter or exit the program
on any given day.

This flexibility offers the school administrator

an asset that he never enjoyed before,
10.

The cost of. implementing an individualized system is greater than the
tvaditional method of instruction.

The cost may not be as great as it

appears on the surface because there is a shift in cost from a large
number of textbooks to more printed task packages and multi-media.
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APPENDIX A

Sample flini-Course DescripUone
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COURSE TITLE:
MINI-COURSE:
QUARTER OFFERED:
DIZCRIpTION:

Introduction to Agriculture
Agricultural Careers & Leadership
First
This mini-course will introduce to the students the
importance of agriculture and the number of various
agricUltural occupations related to the world of work.
F.F.A. activities such as livestock judging, par4amentary procedure, land judging and tools will b,
included.

COURSE TITLE:
MINI-COURSE:
QUARTER 0 De
DESCRIPTION:

Introduction to Agriculture
Animal Science
Second
The students will develop an understanding of the
basic fundamentals of animal science and its importance in local and national economics.

COURSE TITLE:
MINI-COURSE:
QUARTER OFFERED:
DESCRIPTION:

Introduction to Agriculture
Soils and Plant Science
Third
This mini-course develops an understanding of the
importance of soil to our nation and to the sustenance of human lives. A Land Judging Contest is
included as a means of learning about soils. The
course also covers the importance of plant science
to domestic animals, wildlife, environmental
beautification, and society.

COURSE TITEL:
MINI-COURSE:
QUARTER OFFERED:
DESCRIPTION:

Introduction to Agriculture
Agricultural Mechanics
Fourth
The students will develop basic skills in identifying,
operating, and using agricultural tools and equipment
efficiently.
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I:asonry Task Packvce

1
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BM -VII -1

UNIT VII:

CONSTRUCTION OF BRICK WALL USING APPROPRIATE PATTERN BOND

TASK PACKAGE 1:

PREREQUISITES:

LAYING UP A 4" STRETCHER WALL

I

UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1 - 2; UNIT IV, TASK PACKAGE 1;
UNIT VI, TASK PACKAGE II

RATIONALE:

stretcher bonded wall is one of the most extensively

Th

used bonpis for the construction of brick veneer and partition
walls.

It is known as stretcher bond since all of the courses

are laid using the stretcher position of a brick.

Familiarity

with the 4" stretcher bonded wall pays dividends to the mason.
In this task package you will learn to prJperly position
the mason line on established leads and to lay brick to the line.

This 4" stretcher wall is only the beginning of many differer"
types of walls you will be building in the near future.

In this

task package you will also gain skill in building a stretcher
bonded wall.

Continue by reading the Objective and performing the

Learning_Activities and the Learning Practice.
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BM -VII -1

OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to lay up a
4" stretcher wall between established leads maintaining the following:
a.

3/8" to 1/2" mortar space between each brick lengthwise.

b.

+ 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses and
wall height.

c.

All brick laid to a line.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the
instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:
1.

View sound-slide package BM-VII-1.

2.

Refer to Unit III, Task Package 1; Unit VI, Task Packages 1 & 2.

3.

View figure 1, page 5.

4.'

Read and study Masonry Simplified, Nolume I, pages 264 and 265.

5.

This completes the Learning Activity.

Now begin the Learning

Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment
1.

Trowel

4.

Mason's lin!

2.

Mortar board

5.

Corner blocks or pins

3.

Brick hammer

6.

6 ft. spacing rule

50
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BM -VII -1

LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):
1.

Check with the instructor for the type of brie

to be used,

and the height of the wall; then determine the b i k spacing
and mark them on the leads.
2.

Stretch a mason line on established corner leads.

3.

Spread mortar on deck.

4.

Lay 6 brick on the bed of the mortar to a line.

Be careful

not to crowd the line; this will cause a bulge in the wall.

Also try to maintain a 1/16" space between the top edge of the
brick and the mason line.

Maintain a 3/8" to 1/2" mortar space

between brick.
5.

Now that you are finished with the first course you are ready
to start the second course.

(Be sure to check that no brick

are below the line).
6.

Secure half brick from instructors

7.

Move mason line up to the second course, making sure the line
is adjusted to the correct position on the lead.

8.

Spread mortar on top of the first course of brick.

9.

On one end of the wall set a half brick in position so it is
flush with the bottom brick, at the same time keeping the top
edge of the half brick to the line.

10.

Fill in the remaining section of the wall with brick maintaining
the 3/8" to 1/2" mortar j int or head joint.

51.
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Ni -VII -1
11.

LEARNING PRACTICE (cont/d):
11.

Repeat all operations previously used for the first two
courses in completing the remaining courses to the given
height ± 1/8".

12.

Whose finished for the day, clean up work area and tools.

Well, since you finished the wall, was it as easy as you first
thought!

It probably wasn't, but don't be discouraged; you

will get much better as you keep trying.

Remember, the

longest journey begins with the single step.

52
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APPEI`DIZ C

Carpentry Task r-icknr:e
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C-XI-1

UNIT KI:

IlOoF FRAlIAO FOR A hod',E

TASK PACKAGE 1:

NEFEOUISULS:

COAMON AFTERS

UNITS

UNITS IA-A

RATIONALE:

Many so-called common things are really good things.
common rafter, for instance.

Take the

It supports the roofing material which

protects the unfinished structure and keeps raindrops from falling
on your head while you work inside.

Now that the wall framing for your house has been completed
in Unit 1, the next step, as many carpenters believe, is to apply
a covering over the walls in order to protect the structural members
from the weather.

This procedure also allows other work to progress

inside the house.

The first stage in providing this cover is to

lay out and ciAL common rafters which become the foundation upon which

the rest of the roofing material will be placed.
il this

Logically, then,

6( package you will learn how to lay out, cut, and install

common rafters for your house, using the plans and specifications
provided.

Continue, now, by reading the Objective and doing the

Learning Activity and the Learning Practice.
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oBTECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to lay out,
cut and install common rafters for a residential structure
according to plans and specifications maintaining the following
standards:
a.

length of common rafters is computed correctly with respect
to span of building, pitch of roof, and overhang, within
(+ 1/16").

b.

bird's mouth is correctly cut on common rafters.

c.

ridge cut of common rafters is correctly cut to within
(4- 1/16") of the required angle with respect to appropriate
angle (f 2').

.

tail cut of common rafters correctly cut with respect to
appropriate angle (+ 2').

e.

common rafters are properly positioned (+ 1/16") and nailed
to plate and ridge (type of fastener and spacing).

f.

overhang' is of proper length (+ 1/16").

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the
instructor's checklist.

. 4""Alb
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C-X/-1

LEARNING ACTIVITY:
1.

View sound-slide package C-XI-1, an extra special feature.

2.

Read and study carefully pages 157-165 in Modern Carpentry,
ending your reading with the section entitled Cable End Frame
on page 165.

3.

This completes the Learning Activity; begin the Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1.

1.

100 foot layout tape

5.

Radial arm saw

2.

Folding wood rule

6.

Framing square

3.

Crosscut saw

7.

'Pencil

4.

Portable e'ectric circular saw

8.

Combination square

Contact your instructor and discuss the laying out, the cutting,,
and the installation of common rafters.

When you and your

instructor feel you are ready to proceed, go to step 2 in the
Learning Practice.
2.

Refer to the plans for the house and determine the number of
common rafters needed, the spacing between them, their length,
their width, and their thickness.

Note - To determine length

ef-the rafters you will need to know the slope of the roof and
the amount of overhang required.
3.

Referring to the procedure outlined in Iodern Carpentry, pages
161 to 163, and using the framing square, lay out a common rafter

1+7

LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):
on a straight and true piece of stock of the correct length,
using the proper width and thickness of lumber.

You should lay

out for the ridge cut, bird's-mouth (seat cut and plumb -cut),
the tail cut, and provide for the proper overhang.
4.

If difficulty is encountered in the layout, contact the
instructor for help.

When satisfied that the rafter has been

properly laid out, let the instructor check your final layout.
5.

Cut the rafter along the lines you have laid out and label this
rafter as a pattern.

6.

All other common rafters may now be laid out using the pattern
rafter as a model.

1.

So that the rafters may be properly positioned when erected
into place, lay out the double plate according to the plans and
specifications.

8.

After you have evaluated yourself on the work, contact

the

instructor.
9.

After satisfactory completion of this job you will be directed
to the next task package.

10.

Place all of the common rafters aside until you begin work on
the next task package.

No attempt at humor will be made here-just a hearty congratulations
for a job well done,

There's nothing common about the way you study carpentryt
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Iletals Task Package
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M-I-13

UNIT I:

MEASURING DEVICES

TASK PACKAGE P13:

PREUEQUISITES:

DIAL INDICATOP.

UNIT I,

TASK PACKAGE 12

RATIGNALE:

You have learned to test the dial indicator in your last
package.

Now you will learn to test a piece of stock with the

dial indicator.

The dial indicator can be, and is, used on all the machines
in a machine shop.

As you progress through this course you will

be asked to use the dial indicator to check and align workpieccs
on or off the machines.

HOW well and how easily you can do thin

depends a great deal on how well you learn the basic lessons
in your task packages.

Do a good job now and you will enjoy it later!
oBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use a dial
indicator, vee blocks, and surface plate to test the concentricity
(roundness) of stock.
will be required.

A standard of accuracy of - .001 of as inch

50

M-1-13

LE/WNING ACTIVITY:
1.

View slide-sound program M-I-13.

2.

The vee blocks, also called V-blocks, are holding devices for
roundstock.

To find out something about them and how they are

used, turn to page 59 in Metalwork Technology .and Practice and
read section 92.

figure 69 on the name page shows how the clamps

are used with them.

Now turn to page 210, figure 427, and see

the v-blocks used in another way; page 578, figure 1287 also
shows the v-blocks in use.
3.

You will be using the dial indicator again in this task
package, so turn to page 446 in Metalwork Technology and
Practice and see some of the various uses of this measuring
device.

"ead section 1152 on this and the next page and

examine the pictures and illustrations.

Youare probably

wondering why vnu are doing so much jumping around and
looking.

fhe reason for this is that the work you do in

a task package is usually a basic function of the tools and
equipment.

luere are many other ways to use these tools and,

while it may be sometime before you do use them, you should be
aware of some of these uses.
4.

Read the section on v.-blocks in Machine Tool Technology,

page 58, and n(tice figure 3 - 30.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):
5.

Machine Shop Operations and Setups, page 43, figure 41
shows a picture of the operation you will be doing in this
task package.

Study it and notice that you can use this

operation to check tapers.

This practice will be useful for

a later task package.
NOTE:

V-blocks should be purchased in pairs and the pairs should
be kept together.

5.

Don't mix V-blocks.

Go into y.ur Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:
Tools and Equipment
1.

Dial indicator set

3.

Surface plate

2.

V-blocks and machinist's

4.

Pencil and paper

clamps.
1.

Obtain from your instructor a piece of smooth roundstock about
6" to 8" in length.

2.

Make the setup as shown in figure 41, page 43, Machine Shop
Operations ar,.1 Setups.

3.

Test the concentricity of the roundstock at E.211 end and at
each 1/2 inch

the length.

Record your readings on a piece of

paper.
4.

You may want, to test other pieces of stock.

instruct°, for some pieces to test.

C2

If so, ask your
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LEARNING HACTICE (cont'd):
5.

Show your work to your instructor and, if you have any questions,
now is a good time to ask him about them.

6.

Mien you have made the test, clean all the tools and replace
them.

Handle these tools very carefully as nicks or burrs

can limit their usefulness.
You have completed the unit on measuring devices.

While

this has been a long unit it also is a very basic, but important,
part of your introduction to tnc machine shop crafts.

Remember

in all your future work that you are becoming a craftsman, and
to be a craftsman you must first be accurate!
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Drafting Task4ackage
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DM-II-1

UNIT II:

SCREW THRLADS AND FASTENERS

TASK PACKAGE 1:

PREREQUISITES:

DEFINITIONS OF SCREW THREAD TERMINOLOGY

NONL

RATIONALE:
The use of screw threads appears so frequently in the
daily task of the draftsman that the common forms and methods
of representation must be understood.

The jobs that screws and

other fasteners do are so vast that a draftsman needs to be able
to identify the various types and the particular job that each
does.

The draftsman should be concerned with the basic

terminology of screws and screw threads.

The draftsman's

language is graphical, and he must know the relationship between
his representation of screws and threads and the correct
terminology his symbols are to express.

You need to have an

accurate understanding of the terms that apply to screws and
screw threads.

"Get in the twist of things and tighten up all

the screws in this package."

Cri
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to list
and define in writing, six common terms related to threads.
Your performance will be avaluated in accordance with the
instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:
1.

Read pages 202-206 in Basic Technical Drawing.

2.

Read pages 154-158 in Mechanical Drawing.

3.

Review

4.

Study figure 465 on page 202 in Basic Technical Drawing.
Ca

5.

sound-slide presentation DM -II -1, today's terrific show.

you see the different items that are related to a nelp?

Study figure 466 on page 203 in Basic Technical DrawinZ.

Notice the difference between external and internal threads.
6.

Study figure 471 on page 205 in Basic Technical Drawing.

Notice the variations in the pitch of each example.
7.

Study figure 472 on page 2U5 in Basic Technical' Drawing,.

Do you see the difference between right and left-hand thread?
8.

Study figure 473 on page 206 in Basic Technical Drawing.
you see the difference between multiple threads?

9.

Study figure 12-6 on page 157 in Mechanical Drawing.

G6

Do
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):
10.

Looks as though you're not goofing around.
Learning Activity.

You've finished this

Check with your instructor before starting

the Learning Practice.
LEARNING PRACTICE:
1.

Study pages 202 -236, section 202-208 in Basic Technical Drawing.
a.

From the pages listed above find six terms related to screw
threads.

b.

List the terms found in part a on a sheet of paper.

Leave

two lines blank between each word.
c.

2.

Define the words found in a.

Use the space beside the word.

Study section 205, on page 204, in Basic Technical Drawing.
a.

List five thread forms found in the above section.

Leave

two spaces between each listing.

3.

b.

Write the function of each thread form listed in a.

c.

Sketch each thread form listed in a.

Study section 208, on page 206 in Basic Technical Drawing.
a.

Write an explanation as to the relationship between lead
and pitch.

4.

Be sure your name, today's date and this package number are on
your paper.

5.

Now tell me, how many of your friends could do this?
couldn't do it like you do it.
for an evaluation.

you be one?

I know they

Take your work to the inatructor

Beethoven was a perfectionist - why shouldn't

C7
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Typing Task Package
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UNIT IV:

PERSONAL AND BUSINESS LETTERS

RATIONALE.

Letters plus term papers are perhaps the two most important
type problems you will encounter &n Typing I.

In typing

letters you should always strive for good form, neatness, and
accuracy because you are "selling" your qualifications or
your organisation to someone else and iou definitely want to
make a good impression.

A carbon copy is made of most letters in business offices,
because one copy always remains on file for reference.

Offices

also have printed stationery (letterhead stationery plus a
matching envelope).

In addition to looking attractive, letter-

heads save a secretary's time since she does not have to type a
return address on either the letter or the envelope.

There are two basic letter styles--block style and modified
block style.

OBJECTIVE:

See which style you prefers

Upon completion of this unit package, you will be able to type
personal/business and business notes and letters in block and
modified block styles to a degree of 98 percent accuracy.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

There are no individual task packages for this particular
unit.

See cassette tape 4-1A on personal/business

letters before beginning Section 2.

See cassette tape

6-1B on strictly business letters before beginning
Section 3.

Also consult the illustrations and study

sheets in this package.

You will be referring to

pages 86-96 in your Brown Text.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Pick up correct amount of paper before beginning each
section. This practice will be divided into three
sections. Correct errors in all problems.

Section 1--Memos and Personal Notes (5 half sheets)
Memos in Block Style
53C, Problem 1, p. 86 (Read the actual content of this
memo before typing it.
Type
problem on
once.)
What does block style moan?

Problem 2, p. 87 (Half sheet; 60-space line; SS)--1M
Personal Notes

Problem 1, p. 87--bottom
Problem 2, p. 89
56C, p. 89 (Step 1 only.

Follow directions and THINK!

HDLD THESE 5 PROBLEMS UNTIL YOU COMPLETE ENTIRE PACKAGE!

70
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Section'2-Tyersonal/Business Letters (3 full sheets)
Have you listened to tape 4-1A?
Problem 1, p. 91
Problem 2, p. 91 (Change the return address to your own
home return address. See return adiess
illustrations in this package. Send
letter to Dr. Newkirk. What would be
the correct salutation for this letter?)

ProbleA 3, p. 91(Notice that the correct salutation for
a letter addressed to a comply is
just Gentlemen NEVER Dear Gen lemen)
What does modified block style mean?
What is mi.)lpmcticetation?

What is open punctuation?
HOLD THESE 3 PROBLEMS UNTIL YOU COMPLETE ENTIRE PACKAGE!

Section

--Business Letters (3 letterheads, 1 onionskin,
6 small envelopes)

Have you listened to tape 4-1B?
59D, Problem 1, p. 93
59D, Problem 1, p. 93 (Retype the same letter again but
this time use block style. The
spacing between various parts is
the same, but where does every
line begin in block style?)
Problem 2, p. 95 (Study how to type carbon copies in 59C,
P. 93 and in this package.)*

Which side of the carbon paper (klosey or
dull) is toward you once you have
inserted your carbon pack in the machine
and are ready to begin typing?
A carbon pack is composed of what parts?

71.

*When you type a problem with a carbon
copy, make sure you finish the problem
completely after yoestart if possible.
It is often difficult to realign the
original and carbon copy (which you
cannot even see) at a later date.

TI-IV
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Section 3 (cont.)

Address small envelopes for all letters in Section 2
and Section 3 (6 envelopes total).

Study 61B, p. 96 including the bottom or
refer to "Typing Small Envelopes" in this
package.

Place each letter on the right side of
your desk and address envelope directly
from typed letters. The envelope address
should agree with address(es) in the letter
in content; style, and spacing.

For the envelopes in Section 2 you must
type both the return address and the letter
address.

For the envelopes in Section 3 you do not
need to type a return address since you typed
these letters on letterhead stationery and
would, therefore, have matching envelopes
with a printed return address. (Assume on
business envelopes that you have a printed
return address always.)

TURN IN ALL PROBLEMS IN SECTIONS 1, 2, and 31
(11 problems total plus carbon copy and 6 envelopes)

TIMT:

Written or typed.
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TI-IV

LETTE.Z5

"here are two basic letter styles:

block - -every line begins at left margin

modified block--(1) return address (if
one) and date begin
at cen 3r point
(2) closing lines begin
at center point

There are two kinds of punctuation:

open--no punctuation after salutation
and no punctuation after_complimentary close
--

mixed - -a colon (:) after salutation and

a comma (0 after complimentarY
close

Parts of a business letter in the order that they appear in a letter:
return address (if no letterhead)
date .

letter address
salutation
body
complimentary close
signature (in longhand with a pen never
pencil)
typed name
typed official title or position (if one)
typist initials (also called reference initials)--the first
letter of the first and last names of the
typist which appear on a letter in small
letters with no periods or spaces. Throughout the textbook always use your own typist
initials regardless of what the initials are
in the problem.
pnclosure notation - -When the body of a letter states something
is enclosed (or being sent in the same
envelope with the letter), thei: an enclosure
notation should be made two spaces below the
typist initials. For example, two enclosures
might be shown as follows:
(1) Enclosures
(2) Enclosures 2
(3) Shc. 2
(4) Enclosures: Check for $528.50
List of Salesmen
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TI-IV

bon Copies
carbon pack:

plain silee

or letterhead (sheet with name of company or
organization, address, phone
number, top executives, etc.
already printed at the top)

carbon paper (dull side toward
in the typewrite")

after pack is inserted

onionskin (a thin paper used foe carbon copies.
A carbon
copy is made of most letters in an office and
filed. If filed, the carbon copy or onionskin
sheet would normally not contain a signature.)
Carbon Copies: To make one carbon copy, place a sheet of carbon paper
(glossy side down) on a thin sheet of paper (onionskin). On top of the
carbon paper, place the original sheet. After stacking the carbon pack and
while holdig the pack firmly, insert it in the typewriter and turn the
right cylinder knob slowly until the carbon pack is positioned. around the
cylinder. Then operate the paper release lever to even the carbon pack at
the top and to prevent streaks from appearing on the carbon copy due to the
carbon paper itself wrinkling. Once you are ready to begin typing, cheek to
make sure the dull side of the carbon paper is now toward youl

For each additional carbon copj, just add another sheet of onionskin (bottom)
and another sheet of carbon paper (top).
Typing and makit,g ne carbon rory is known as prephring copy in duplicate
(two copies. lilt original anc,
carbon, cupy). Typing and making two
carbm
i4
as prep n;ng cpy in trie':,4 :e (+exec) copies ore
origina) and t J c,Irt,)n coples,, etc.

Differeut ad(41:Js
i ?OP

1

eiter a ,°ftury Nidress or a 14?tter .4 dress:

2',,1

h. Forest Hilim
Sanford, N. C. 27330

273

Ponta 4, Box 286
Sanford, N. C. 27330

7tr,,F ,

Sanfo

P. O. brk
Sanford ,

r.

If an addr,mi &pplies ta a /mall communtty where there are no streets, etc.,
place the name of the tee on one line and the name of the state on the next

,line as folcws:
;'!Ps Jane Jackson
mnr>ck

%nrth Carolina 28602
You always need at least three lines for the letter address.
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Raleigh, N. C. -.27410
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1.e. x. Ye

4.

Di

a. ?

1)3

As a senior at Sarr-rd Central High School, I am
interested in applyir:g for admission to Meredith
College for the /973-74 term. Plgase t..4nd me an
application for plus any information concerning
scholarships and loans that are available. If I
am tr., attrnd col'er
k!eprenzbt,r, T shall need
scre f'r pncla3 as-3-1:3+Pn,:e. I would eve* consider
a won

if

II

progr
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43 el 4
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do hot
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sized punctuation colon alter salutation and comma after complimentary close
open punctuation - -NO purr

t,i on after salutation or after ocesplimentan oloee

Nor
H.

tirsciAkit.e.
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Type the writer's or i,K-r4er's return address.

ToIddrest;

(IA: 10 not have to type a return address
Zif OTie7 in thl. Lpper
correspond with matching letteron an envelope wilen it is already pril:ted
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CO/TETE:CY
UNIT I.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

UNIT IV.
1.
2.
3.
4.

ECIT.AI LICAi DiVti"i:I I '!G

F.: ITT :

PICTORIAL DRAWING
Draws an isometric illustration of a cube using the principles
of isometric projection.
Draws an isometric view of ar. object that has inclined planes.
Knows ?:ow to select the prope isometric axis for illustrating
an object.
Diaws an isometric view of an object that has a circular plane.
Draws an isometric view of an object that has curved surfaces.
Draws and constructs offset measurements in an isometric illustraticn.
Drawn nT' oblique illustration of r, cube using the principles
of oblaque projection.
f
aas angles and inclined
an :njoct
l)rp.wo an oblique view
s,IfLecs.
Draws Fr. &calve view of 'an object t,_t has circular planes.
Distinruishe.,E be,een cabinet and ct,valier drawings.
1

CCRUCT7, A 6 "I'r

::-TRETCHER PRIG? WAIL

-,1=ts up work 11

Dttermines wail. location.
Spre,ris mortar and outners

Lays orick by fore,and and backhand methods using eye alignment.
111.2C:M WALLS

UNIT V.
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DA-IV

POST TEST (cont'd)
UNIT IV:

FOUNDAiON AND F011.4;
Section

Student

.

bate

DIRECTIONS for PERFORMANCE TEST:

Before beginning your test, study the standards in the instructor's

-1.

Ur:v a foundaLlou
a.

Obtain a meet of 8 111 x 11 paper fro; your instructor.

He

will provide you with the proper layout to use.
.

Study figure 40-1i rn page 280 in Architectural Draftingnd
Design.

c.

Draw a slab foundption of the plan in figure 40 13.

d.

Fol.ow the direct.,, n
f,

iONNTI in problem ore on page 280,
r p:-a in tiK,J:es 1 - 2.

e.

Dimension the plan, urLviding notes where necessary.

E .

L;:-vr

your

1;e :ob, have your instructor evaluate
!.'andard-.

1.03
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Ul.iit Test
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DA-IV
POSE TEST

FOUNDATION AND FOOTING DETAILS

UNIT IV:

Sectic,n

Student

Date

DIRECTIONS for MATCHING TESI:

Match the statements in the right-hand colt= with the word they delPlace the letter -from the matched

cribe in the left-hand column.

phrase in the space prc-vided in front of the word in the left-hand
column.
I.

Foundation

2.

Footing

Provides the, base for attaching the
to the foundation.
exterior

Supports the load of the building
abo%e tue ground line and transmits
the weight of the house to the footing.

h.
3.

Concrete

4.

Foundation Iv

5.

Pier and colur,a:F;
bol' f

6,

8.

Girder

9.

Joist

10.

Pro ides a level and uniformly distriouted support for the structure.
for rooters because it can be
t,,,e(
poured to maintain a firm contact
with cb, !-upporting soil.

r

e.

Maj,,t- horizontal support rembers upon
which the floor system is laid.
11,0 floor system that is
Pa7t
pL,:ce. co th,2 girders.

Cripples
.

h.

the floor level without
to
the use of a higher foundation wall.
Distribute!, the weight of the house
over a large area.

mLmbers usually made of concrete, brick, steel, or wood, which
are tn-i t, support the floor systems.
j.

Are embedded in the top of the foundation
and hold the sill to the foundation.

k.

Used to prevent attack by termites.
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DA-IV

POST ThSr

UNIT IV:

Altld)

FOLVJAT1ON AM) r(oriN6 DETAi'S,

DIRECTIONS for CoMPLETION TEF:
Complete the following statemynts or questions by writing in. the

I

7i-L fivP inf,m;.)

(s) provided.

spa

applopriai:e an.s5),, in t.')

11,-

1

t C1

(1)
(2)

(3)

( 4

(5)
11-it

ttr.,e

.art,

)
(3)
,t to

3.

,Thit

4.

1)r,at is used t

position of the excavation line,

footer line, a!,1 tips f7oundc:tton wall line.

Why does

r(
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DA-IV

POST TEST (cont'd;
UNIT IV:

FOUNDAiON AND Feolli4; .`E AILS

Date

Section

Student

DIRECTIONS for ITRFORMANCE TEST:

Before beginning your test, study the standards in the instructir's

cheAlist.
1.

Dr:v a foundation pla
a.

Obtain a sneet

ii

8 1/2 x 11 paper fro: your instructor.

He

will provide you with the proper layout to use.
.

Study figure 40-1i rn page 280 in Architectural Drafting and
Design.

c.

Draw a slab foundiption of the plan in figure 4013.

d.

Follow the dir,x(1 n: ic:vn in problem one en page 280,
f.

e.

r

pl.,11 in flara

1 - 2.

Dimension the plan, prcviding notes where necessary.
ha,,

f.

VOOr

.::e :oh. have your instructor evaluate

,rif

1.03
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DA-IV

IJSTRUCTOR'S ChECKL1ST

Acceptable
1.

Neatness of drawing.

2.

Line qucllity.

3.

Lettering spaced properly.

4.

Lettering legible.

5.

AeLnrqcy of dring.

K.

Compietenebb of dimensioas,

7.

Placement of Emel.ior, .

8.

Correct foutlation d,

9.

Foundation placed

,r_ty for

support of the structure,
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Unacceptable

aFiLNDIX L
Instructor's Ferfortance Checklist
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MLCHANICAL

- 1:''A TING

DATE

lAME

TITLE

CERTIFIED BY

M SI Cal-ulates and draws spur gears

Draws isometric views of oblects.

N

It

95

Si:ILLS RECORD

VUCAI10

u.1.14; simplified method.
.

A .41 vraWS offSCL hwasurinuors And SceLitnIS
objects drawn isometrically.

EL M Sj Calyulates and draws spur gears
ti9ing conventional method.

fd Draw: obliqueillebtr.otion-, of objects.

I:,

[L M SI I); iw; bevel gears using simpliiivd
method,

M SJ Draws oblique
cabinet method.

M Sj Drnws worm gears using simplified
mothod.

fdontiFis comn 14,3 of
U SI

,;)ni-

thrf)

)11.

co)tvelitioual mutko,
M a

M

I

Draws square thradi us in

EL M Sj Cor-;tructs transition vieees by
triongulatien.

Drag., threads us ire

J

pyramich; and cows

EL N SI

1.;,,Inv radial line development.

[L II S] Com,tiucts line, bar, and pie
charts.

:Amplified

schematic me.97ds.
m

development.

thtedds u);inr
brows
convvntional

Lonvvfitiouat mOthod.
0, M

L)risms uLint; parallel

(

EL M SI Diaw!; simple detailed working

Draws square and hexaeonal bolt.
and nuts.

SI identifies machine, cap ...ad

Jawings,
M Si Draws simple assembly working
drawings. '

crc:ws.

M SI Draws cams which use uniform motion.
SI .1c1 htifies basic shop processes.
...;1

Draws cams which

har

SJ Draws cams which ust4
auzelerated motion.

')1.

1 S; Calculates and drew'; tooth profil,)
aC spur gears.

AL!..i.tade

.

M S) 1.Jeatifies basic operations
performed on drill press, lathe,
dnd milling machine.

-,0.,

EL :1 Sj

EL .:)] Luop_r :ive

1

EL M Sj Traws machine shop layouts to
scale.

Lncl (nt-rgetic
iu,sttuctor

:.sciociates

[L fi SI Dep)ndaole

EL M S] Punctual
Code

-

L - Limited skill requires supervision.
H - Moderate skill requires minimum supervision.
S - Skilled works independentiy

1.06

e;
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT PLAN*

10.1

In-Service Training in Individualized Instruction

This staff development plan has been prepared for use in conjunction with
the curriculum materials developed in the summer 1972 Sanford Research Project,
The curriculum materials
Sanford Central High School, Sanford, North Carolina.
first
year
of
instruction
in
the occupational career
were designed to cover the
The
instructional proclusters of drafting, masonry, metals, and carpentry.
gram at Sanford Central High School is based on two hours of instruction per
day, five days per week.
The Sanford curriculum has been designed in an individualized instruction
format, enabling each student to pursue specific learning objectives at his
Since this approach is totally different from the group
own rate of speed.
instruction to which many teachers are accustomed, the staff development plan.
In the in-service workshops outlined
focuses on this aspect of the program.
below,' the instructor should be able to develop those skills necessary for
management of the individualized curriculum.

The plan is to be used as an in-service training program for the instructional staff. Comoonent parts of the specialized staff development plan are as
follows:
I.

II.

III.

IV.

ORGANIZATION -- the overall structure and requirements for
conducting a staff development program.
IMPLEMENTATION -- the structure and manner by which the
in-service staff development plan is to be conducted.
CONTENT -- the methodology, objectives materials, and other
information needed to familiarize staff who will be
administering an individualized instructional system.
EVALUATION -- methods of assessing the effectiveness of the
in-service training program.

I.

ORGANIZATION OF IN-SERVICE PROGRAM

A.

PROGRAM ACCEPTANCE

1.

Attitudinal Dimension

One of the essential ingredients for activating the process of change from
one type of instructional mode to another is the creation of a climate for
such change through development of proper attitudes regarding the acceptance
The overall success of any new program depends in large part
of the program.
upon those who are delegated the responsibility to see that the program is
In order to make certain that this or anv other innovative program
carried out.
is given a fair chance for success, it must be nurtured in an atmosnhere of
positive thinking and enthusiasm. Before beginning the task of implementing

*Submitted by Educational Development, RCA Service Company, Cherry Hill,
New Jersey
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an individualized program, the administrator and staff personnel who will
become involved with the program must be given a sufficient amount of
information to understand its objectives and methods and to develop a
positive attitude toward it. The philosophy of individualizing instruction
must be accepted by everyone involved before a specific plan or proposal is
developed.
2.

Methods of Gaining Support

A successful marketing job by the project administrator should result in
a staff which is responsive and which has positive attitudes toward making
the project a success. The chance. for success will be greatly enhanced as
a result of having a dedicated and"cooperative staff team.
Some methods which an administrator might use in selling the concept of
individualized instruction to his staff as well as to his administrators and
borl members are as follows:
a.

Dissemination of written materials which clearly support the
position or arguments that he is trying to:establish.

b.

Visitations to other school systems which have similar types

a programs.
c.

Employment of experts in the field (consultants) to make
presentations for the administrative and instructional staff.

d.

Assistance from state education department personnel.

It is suggested that if the program does not have the strong solid
support of the people who will become involved, as well as support from the
superintendent and board, it should be deferred until such support becomes
available.
3.

Developing Program Proposal

When it has been agreed that the philosophy of individualization is
desirable, the next step is to develop a plan or proposal which describes how
the program is to function. The development of this plan should involve key
staff people who will eventually be involved in implementation. In order to
anticipate reaction from administrators and board members, the proposed
program should be written so that the content includes the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Goals and objectives of the program
Administration of the program
Staff requirements
Procedure for implementation
Program cost--facilities, equipment, curriculum, hardware,
and software
(6) Methods of evaluating the program

The plan should be a modest one which will not overwhelm the board,
teachers, or community.
Assistance in the preparation of the proposal can be obtained from an
experienced consultant who can supply local school system personnel with
additional information and alert them to the advantages and disadvantages of
various types of programs.
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B.

STAFF FOR IN-SERVICE PROGRAM

Having achieved the necosary support and apprOvals to proceed with the
implementation of an individualized system of instruction, the next step is
to put together,the organizational structure to deal with the in-service
staff development program.
1.

Project Administrator

The project administrator of the in-service staff development prograM
should be clearly designated; his responsibilities should be established,
and he should be given ample time to plan and conduct the program. It is
suggested that the project administrator plan to visit school systems which
have had successful individualized instructional programs in operation and
spend a sufficient amount of time with the project administrator, staff, and
students. The time he spends in these schools will be highly valuable in
that he will get an opportunity to observe an actual operation and see firsthand how an operating program functions as well as being able to ask questions
pertinenttc development and implementation of his own program.
2.

Specialists

\
The assistance of qualified people is essential in conducting an
In
a
large
school
system
where
a
similar
proeffective in-service program.
obtained
from
within
the
gram is already in operation, assistance may be
school system. However, in a system that does not have people who have this
kiod4Of experience, it is necessary to hire outside consultants who 'have the
Individuals
expertise to assist in the in-service staff training program.
who are brought in to conduct an in-service program are generally better
accepted by local staff because of the demonstrated expertise and because of
background and experiences in a variety of schools offering this kind of
program. These individuals bring with them experiences beyond those of the
local staff and can contribute greatly to the implementation of the program.

The qualifications for sucka person or persons are as follows:
Individualized Instructional Systems Specialist -- a_person who has a
thorough understanding of how an individualized system operates, sound knowledge of curriculum development, ability to develop individualized learning
packages, understanding of administrative and staff requirements, ability to
'design and write a comprehensive proposal with detailed cost analysis, and an
interest in the particular local program.
a.

Curriculum Content Specialist -- a person who has knowledge of curriculum
development, understanding of behavioral objectives, previous experience in
working with an individualized instructional\system, and a knowledge of
occupational education.
b.

It is suggested that the in-service staff development workshop have at
least one person with the above-mentioned qualifications to assist the project
If there are more than ten particiadministrator in conducting the workshop.
pants in the in- service workshops, it is suggested that the workshop have an
individualized instructional systems leader and the necessary number of
curriculum content specialists to enable teachers to work in small groups with
a ratio of one specialist for every six teachers. The size of the small
discussion work group has proven to be an effective means of getting everyone
to participate actively while also allowing for individual attention and
evaluation by the group leader.

A careful assessment of the local staff should be made in order to deter- 195:
.mine whether certain individuals have the expertise required for the program.
In a large school system, assistance may be obtained from people in other
schools with the system who have the required expertise,
II. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE IN-SERVICE PROGRAM
A.

TIME ALLOTMENT

Perhaps the single most essential element in implementing the program
effectively is additional planning and training time for teachers and administrators. Staff training and planning time should be initiated well before
an attempt is made to implement even pilot programs. Ideally, the in-service
program should be conducted prior to the'start of the new school year.
It is
much easier to begin a new program at the start of the year rather than trying
to begin after school has started.
It is suggested that the staff be given an ample amount of time not only
to attend the staff development workshop but also to make necessary changes
such as ordering textbooks and multi-media materials, developing slides,
altering physical facilities, obtaining equipment and supplies, and preparing
other materials.
It is suggested that at least one month be given to the
staff member for this entire task. The extent of multi-media or other new
materials to be incorporated in the individualized instructional system will
determine the need for additional preparation time needed for the staff.
Having designated a particular starting date with the'lllotted time for
the in-service workshop, the project administrator should prepare a written
hand-out which clearly establishes the purpose, content, and schedule of
events which are to take place during the workshop. The program goals should
be clearly spelled out se that the participants know exactly what the expected
outcomes are. It is suggested that at least a week be devoted to the inservice workshop. In scheduling the topics of the workshop, program activity
should be arranged to enable the staff to work both in small groups and
individually.
B.

PLANNING THE IN-SERVICE PROGRAM

Prior to conducting the in-service workshop, a comprehensive plan should
be written to outline what is to be accomplished during the workshop. The
working plan should clearly set forth the objectives of the program and other
pertinent information.
It should also contain a flow chart of how the program
will be organized and conducted. This material should be assembled and
disseminated to the participants of the workshop so that they may have an
opportunity to study it before starting the actual in-service staff development
program.
Additional instructional materials are required in most schools to
implement individualized learning. Therefore, additional resources must be
obtained or existing resources must be reallocated to purchase these materials,
as\ well as for consultant services and necessary facility alterations. To
assist the project administrator in conducting the in-service workshop, it is
suggested that consultant services be purchased in such areas as writing
behavioral objectives, developing and writing learning packages, developing
multi-media materials, and implementing the instructional program. The
consultants selected should have the capability and expertise to stimulate the
participants of the workshop and alert them to new procedures.
4
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES IN THE WORKSHOP

C.

107

Depending upon the number of teachers that are to be involved in the
in-service workshop, it is suggested that the project administrator plan his
particular implementation program to utilize a variety of instructional
approaches, including large group instruction, small group instruction, and
Since there are certain-problems
individual teacher assistance sessions.
which probably will occur regarding implementation that are peculiar to a
given area, the project administrator should allocate time to meet on an
individual basis with staff members in seeking solutions to these problems.
Since this particular in-service plan deals with converting the staff
from group instruction to individualized instruction, the format of the
in-service workshop should utilize an individualized approach. The over
time in lecturing (groupoinstruction) to staff should be
expenditure
After
the introductory session, the group should be broken into
avoided.
smaller groups using the curriculum content specialists as group leaders so
that the staff members may begin familiarizing themselves with subject matter
and approaches they will have to master in order to implement the individualThe project administrator should
ized instructional system successfully.
consult individually with teachers to make certain that they understand the
concepts and are making satisfactory progress.
Part of the implementation plan should focus on the actual staff involvement with the unit and task learning packages. The staff should be given a
set of learning packages in their given areas of the curriculum and have the
opportunity to study and proceed through the packages as a student would.
Having members of the staff play the part of a student will enable them to
experience first-hard how a student might react to thi's individualized
Individual staff members will perform activities as prescribed in
approach.
Upon completion, the participant will evaluate
:,both unit and task packages.
The
success
of the individualized instructional system will
his own progress,
be determined by teachers who are charged with the responsibility for implementing the program. Therefore the staff must understand the system and be
able to provide proper direction to students. ,
.

OPERATIONAL CHECKLIST

D.

AsdOroject administrator, it may be necessary to perform a number of
activities and make various arrangements prior to actual starting of the inservice workshop. To assist in this task, the following checklist of questions
has been prepared.
1.

2.
3.
4.
.

5.

6.
7.

Has the program proposal been approved?
Have arrangements been made to obtain the service of consultants?
Has a definite stafting date and length for the workshop been
established?
Has the location and needed physical facilities been established?
Has a detailed flow-chart been prepared indicating when activities
are to occur?
Have the participants of the in-service workshop been given
sufficient notice to make necessary preparations?
Has a document been prepared detailing the following:
goals and objectives of the workshop
a.
expected outcomes of the workshop
b,
daily schedule of activities
c.
content of the workshop
d.
evaluation of the workshop
e.

11.8

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.

III.
A.

Has necessary equipment, materials, multi-media, and softwat4 been
113
procured or rented?
Have arrangements been made for staff visitations to other school
systems?
Has additional money been allocated to cover the cost of the inservice workshop?
Have arrangements been made to hire clerical help for the workshop?
Have arrangements been made to hire personnel to develop multi-media?
Have all items related to the cost of conducting the in-service workshop been identified and budgeted to provide a total cost? Has the
following been accounted for?
a.
project administrator and staff salaries
b.
travel expense
c.
consultant services fee
d.
equipment and materials rental fee
e.
equipment, multi-media, and materials cost
f.
duplication of instructional material cost
g.
clericaland support personnel salaries
h.
telephone, postage, and miscellaneous expense
Has additional time been allocated for individual staff members to
implement program in their own area?
Lastly, have the necessary stimuli been present to generate
enthusiasm and a desire to make it a successful project?

CONTENT OF THE IN-SERVICE PROGRAM
PHILOSOPHY AND GOALS OF INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

Since an in-serviceplan is designed for the purpose of bringing about
change, it is essential to formulate a statement of philosophy to set forth
the goals of the program.
The statement and the goals identified will serve
as the foundation for the program. A typical statement might be as follows:
For generations educators have been trying to adjust the students
The
to the curriculum rather than the curriculum to the student.
result has been an inability to deal with individual,differences
among students because of reliance on traditional group instruction
methods.
"Individualized instruction" is an attempt to dev,-.op a
delivery system of instruction by which we will take into consideration a student's individual differences in ability, interests, and
learning goals.
The major goals of the individualized instructional system are
to provide the best learning situation possible for all students
and to help each student plan his own educational development.
These goals might be stated as follows:
to recognize each student's educational needs by providing
a.
him with the opportunity to learn and master material at
his own rate.
b.
to improve the general learning environment of the school.
to enable students to learn, think, and make decisions in
c.
today's technological society.
B.

COMPARISON BETWEEN INDIVIDUALIZED AND TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS

By comparing an individualized instructional system with a traditional
instructional system, it is possible to contrast the different roles that
each requires of both teacher and student.
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The workshop should make clear to the staff the distinct differences in
the new role requirements of both teacher and student in an individualized
Recognizing that these are new roles to be mastered,
instructional system.
ample time and consideration should be given to allow for the proper development of the roles in the most effective and efficient manner.
1,

Role of the Teacher--Traditional vs. Individualized

The role of the teacher in a traditional system is to provide instruction
to a group of students, using primarily the lecture method of presentation.
Although teachers often meet individually to assist the student with his
In
earning, the learning activity proceeds at the rate of the group.
teacher
from
a
contrast, the individualized system changes the role of the
instruction.
dispenser of knowledge and controller of learning to a manager of
The new responsibilities require the instructor to analyze carefully the
individual needs of each student, to prepare an instructional sequence geared
to the ability of the student, and to diagnose learning problems. The
individualized system of instruction frees the teachers from the time spent
lecturing a class and enables him to work on an individual basis with each
In addition, the teacher monitOV the individual performance of
student.
each student and evaluates his progress with reference to his own individual
ability.
2

Role of the Student--Traditional vs. Individualized

The role of the student
learning at the rate of the
ments as the other students
a specified amount of time.
by his ability to learn the
rate to that of the group.

in the traditional system is to proceed with
In so doing he works on the same assigngroup.
and is required to complete learning units withi
The performance of each student is evaluated no
material so much as by comparing his learning

In the indivdualized instructional system the'role of the student is
vign4ficantly changed. The student no longer proceeds at the group rate but
Recognizing differrather proceeds at his own individual rate of learning.
individualized
instruction
provides
the needed
ences in individual ability,
flexibility to enable each student to spend the necessary time needed to
The student in the indidualized approach
complete a learning activity.
assumes responsibility for learning by selecting and using the various
resources that are available nd by being able to assess his performance by
self-evaluation.
C

CAREER COMPETENCIES

As with the development of any curriculum materials there must be a
starting point from which content is derived to formulate the basis of an
Since the materials to be used from the Sanford
instructional program.
Research Project were related to occupational education, the appropriate
starting point for the development of the content was to first ascertain
what the particular career competencies were for the various trades that
were representative of the occupational programs. The method by which these
career competencies were derived was to gather input from four sources:
('1) the Sanford instructional staff, (2) the state curriculum guides, (3) the
c-aft advisory committee, and (4) curriculum content specialists from the
Education Systems group of RCA Corporation, who were responsible for development of the curriculum in Sanford. The resulting career competencies
represent a synthesis of this input.

Career competencies are those theoretical and practical skills a
craftsman needs to know and do in an actual job sitution. Since these
programs were developed for the Sanford City School System, the career
competencies were tailored to fit local employment indigenous to the
Sanford area. A list of career competencies has been developed for the
areas of carpentry, masonry, drafting, and metals.
D.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Having identified the career competencies, the next step was to
translate the career competencies into measurable behavioral objectives
related to the competency goals. The behavioral objective indicates to the
student what he is to do, under what conditions he is to perform, and what
the criteria for acceptable performance will be.
The behavioral objective
is the nucleus of the individualized instructional system in that it deterernes the type and sequence of learning that will be required by the
student to master that ojbective successfully.
While many teachers have some acquaintance with behavioral objectives,
these objectives constitute so significant a part of an individualized
system that careful attention should be given to the concept and mechanics
o4 setting objectives. A review should be made of types of behavioral
objectives written in the cognitive, psycho-motor and affective domains.
Depending upon the expertise of the project administrator, it may be
desirable to utilize consultants to handle this portion of the in-service

taining.
There is a great deal of written material available that deals with the
writing of behavioral objectives. If the instructional staff is going to
he expected to implement this program and to participate in necessary updating and revision, they must have a thorough understanding of what a
behavioral objective is, be able to recognize the component parts, and have
the ability to write objectives in behaviorally stated terms. The decision
as to how far the staff will be able to pursue the development of behavioral
objectives will be determined by the amount of time available for the inIt is suggested that at least two days be devoted to the
service program.
do
study of behavioral objectives.
List of behavioral objectives were developed in the Sanford Research
Project in the occupational areas of metals, drafting, masonry, and carpentry.
E.

LEARNING PACKAGES

The Sanford-Research Project used the following format for development of
learning packages:
The learning package system contains two parts: (1) the task
acka e which deals with the individual behavioral objective, and
t e unit package, which contains a number of task packages
related to given unit of instruction.
The task package contains four basic parts: the Rationale, Objective,
which
The Rationale
Learning Activity, and LearninVractice.
describes what the learning package is about and why it is important for the
student to learn this task. the Objective of the task package is stated
behaviorally and specifies the observable performance required of the student
S3 that the goal may be adequately evaluated by the student or teacher. The
Learning Activity section makes reference to specific source information
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needed to reach the objective. Reference is made to specific pages in text- 111
books, manuals, or other reading aids available to the student, as well as
to multi-media materials. The Learninl, Practice of the task package provides
the student with an exercise or set of exercises that allows for the practice
and application (or "hands-on" experience) required for the behavioral objecThis section also provides the student with a set of directions, tools,
tive.
materials, illustrations, and other aids needed to practice the required
behavior of the objective.

The unit package also contains four parts: the Rationale, Objective,
Learning Activity, and Post Test. As in the use of the task package, the
Rationale serves as an overview or introduction to the unit and describes
what the unit is about. The Objective of the unit package contains a general
objective followed by the specific behavioral objectives of the related task
packages. The Learning Activity in the unit package provides the student
with information on how he is to proceed in the learning sequence and lists
the names of all the task packages of the unit: Finally, the Post Test
provides the means.for measuring the behavioral objectives for ill of the
task packages comprising the unit. Written tests, performance tests, and
combinations of both are used. Where a performance test is used, a form
titled "instructor checklist" has been developed to enable both student and
instructor to know what the evaluative criteria are.
F.

DIAGNOSTIC AND INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES

In addition to understanding the concept of individualized instruction,
it is essential for the instructor to develop additional skills in being
able to diagnose the needs of the learner and prescribe appropriate learning activities. A means of assessing the individual needs of a student
might use a diagnostic procedure comprised of the following elements:
.1.

2.
3.

4.

5
6.

Individual performance on standardized tests dealing with basic
skills
Individual performance on specialized tests in specific areas
Consultation with ind'ividual's Guidance Counselor
Individual performance on teacher prepared pre-tests for
instructional units or course
Consultation with other teachers
Individual student interest.

produce an individual
The results of the diagnostic assessment
Instructor
then
utilizes
this
input in directing
profile and other data.
and prescribing the appropriate learning activity.

Although the learning packages are designed to enable the student to
evaluate his own performance, the final evaluation must be determined by
the instruct(r.
After the student masters the objective of the task package, he then
Upon completion, the student
has the instructor certify his performance.
is then assigned to another task package or unit package.
The outward appearance of the class using the individualized learning
However,
system may appear to be somewhat similar to group instruction.
working
individually
at
their
own
rate of
a closer look will find students
speed, using a variety of written and resource materials, on different
learning units. Depending upon the diagnostic profile of students and the
number of prerequisites per learning unit, it is possible to have students
in the same class working at learning units representing the entire course
content,
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It should be noted that there is a transitional Period from traditional
instruction to individuali.ed instruction during which teachers as well as
students need time to adjust and become comfortable with their own roles.
The most significant adjustment will
cur during the first twc-to-four
weeks.
During this time, the project dministrator should meet daily with
staff to assist them in implementing this system.
IV.

EVALUATION OF IN-SERVICE TRAINING

The evaluation component of this plan is intended to furnish direction
in being able to assess the effectiveness of the in-service workshop. Since
evaluation is an ongoing process, it should not be viewed as a separate
activity but rather as a part of the continuous activity of the program.
During the course of the in-service workshop, it is assumed that the key
potnts mentioned in this section will be only suggestive of some of the
criteeia which'need consideration.
After reading this section, the project administrator should prepare an
evaluation plan to measure the specific curricular areas covered in the inservice workshop.
Certainly one of the key points the evaluation plan
should focus upon is the assessment of how well the staff understands the
goals and objectives of the program which is to be implemented. This section
of the workshop curriculum can perhaps best be evaluated by preparing
written materials which are self- instructional and which enable participants
to respond and evaluatp their own progress.
In addition to making selfevaluation possible, presentation of the material in this form will provide
first-hand experience with the individualized instructional approach. This
format will also enable workshop leaders to evaluate the progress of participants in the program.
An assessment of the attitudinal dimension of an in-service workshop will
enable your project administrator to gauge whether or not additional training
and materials are needed. When certain staff people are not comfortable with
the new concept, individual attention should be given to determine the cause
of the individual problem. The process of changing attitudes and ideas
cannot be accomplished overnight. Changing from the traditional instructional
system to the individualized instructional system is a gradual process that
requires patience.
If staff personnel can be successfully convinced of the
value of the program, they in turn will be able to function as initiators and
change agents in selling the idea to other staff and students.
.

The effectiveness of the in-service program can be assessed by asking
participants to write behavioral objectives in the cognitive, psychomotor,
and affective domains and to develop a sample task and unit package in their
respective disciplines.
The project administrator can then evaluate the work
to assess the individual progress of each staff member.
A requirement of the in-service workshop should be that each individual
participant of the workshop prepare a written implementation plan indicating
in detail how t'e will proceed with the task of implementing an individualized
instructional program in his respective area.
This plan should contain the following:
a.

Student Orientation-- an indication to the student Of how the system
functions, describing the new roles of the student, teacher, and
learning materials.
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b.

Learning System-- a description of how the student will proceed with
his learning activities.

c.

Diagnosis and Prescription--identification of how the instructor will
be able to diagnose individually the educational needs of the student
and to prescribe learning activities.

d.

Equipment and Materials--lists of instructional equipment, tools,
textbooks, references, and multi-media materials needed for the
program, including cost.

Upon completion of the implementation plan by each individual instructor,
it is suggested that the respective plans be duplicated for each member of
the workshop. The project administrator should then arrange for each individAfter the
ual staff participant to make a presentation to the workshop.
presentation, the project administrator and other staff participants should
critique the plan, pointing out areas where additional clarification and
The result of these sessions will be extremely benefirevision are needed.
cial to the individual staff participant, since he will not only have had the
opportunity to develop his own plan and have it critiqued, but he will also
The overall
have copies of other plans which contain other useable ideas.
activity will enable the teacher to assess his readiness in being able to
implement the individualized instructional system.
The main goal of education is to provide the best education possible for
students. This goal can be achieved by personalizing instruction and meeting
the individual interests, needs, aptitudes, and abilities of students.
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